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the frightened omega will die if he loses. So Lucius fights and wins. When he's injured in the battle, Theo takes care of him. Lucius can't lie. He tells Theo that he can
DUAL PORPOISE PLACIDA POD 5 (S Tymber Dalton 2016-08-17 Dual Porpoise [Siren Everlasting Classic: Erotic Interracial Paranormal Romance, shape-shifters,

never love him. Lucius can't keep his own promise, however. Worse still, Theo is pregnant with Lucius's pup, a pup they will never be allowed to keep. When

HEA] Wyatt Belaforte's an expat gator shifter from Louisiana. He considers southwest Florida home and the Placida Pod his adopted family. That's why he doesn't

rumor goes around of a pack of alphas roaming around the property, Lucius will risk everything to get his mate into that pack. He will let Theo go even if it breaks

hesitate to help them out of a jam. He never expected to find a mate in the process. Especially a dolphin shifter mate. Marisela Esparza's brother was evil. Fortunately,

his own heart. ** A Siren Erotic Romance

the Placida Pod doesn't hold his misdeeds against her, since she was another of his victims. And she doesn't care about Wyatt being a gator shifter. All she knows is that

The Slave Harem Wendy Rathbone 2019-06-26 The slave harem is all. If you enter, you can never leave. Contact with the outside world is forbidden. With a secret

he's her mate and she feels safe in his arms. But heading to Louisiana for the holidays to meet Wyatt's family stirs up a whole mess of trouble in the bayou. Wyatt's

talent for seeing auras of physical and emotional arousal, Ren, a sought-after pleasure slave, is sold to a mysterious master in a foreign land where he will become part

technically in line to take over the congregation, but his uncle has other ideas. And with Wyatt's little sister now missing, Marisela is determined to help her mate

of a collection of beautiful men. Though the men appear welcoming, there is competition and jealousy among the ranks. And their mysterious master who is heard but

save his family from the ancient evil trying to infiltrate the alligator congregation's home territory. ** A Siren Erotic Romance

never seen elicits more questions than answers. One friendly slave, Li Po, helps Ren settle in, but it is the voiceless man, Zanti, who draws Ren's attention. With his

Jailmates (Maxim Colonies 1) Lesli Richardson 2019-03-29 (Maxim Colonies book 1) This wasn't in the contract. Simon Quigley had no idea what to expect when he

wicked beauty and bratty scowls, Zanti is the least welcoming of them all, and Ren's training and control are put to the test. Gay harem, slow-burn, enemies to lovers.

agreed to do this for the money, but the eight-foot-tall pink alien isn't what he was expecting. For starters, Simon's straight. And Mohrn isn't a girl. The contract? It's

Extraordinary and strange. Hot and cold. This book explores the many levels of sex, lust, loneliness and belonging. And maybe, just maybe, there can be love.

unbreakable. It's going to be a long five years... [sci-fi/space opera romance, M/NB, human/alien pairing, m-preg, aliens that look like aliens, HEA]

Dead Moon Rising [The American Heroes Collection: South Dakota 1] Macy Largo 2010 [Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Paranormal Menage a Trois Romance,

Bightmares [Deep Space Mission Corps 2] Tymber Dalton 2010-10-06 [Menage Amour: Erotic Sci-Fi Menage a Quatre Romance, M/M/M/F, with M/M] Dr. Emilia

M/M/F] Sarah’s moving from Seattle to Miami when a cranky car and a terrifying brush with a serial killer leave her stranded in the middle of the dark and desolate

Hypatia is settling into life in space with her three husbands on board the DSMC exploration vessel Tamora Bight. Spending five years with Aaron, Caph, and Ford

South Dakota plains. Captain Plato Delaney of the South Dakota Highway Patrol is on the killer’s trail, and Sarah is the only living witness. With limited funds and

will be no sacrifice. Despite a shared tragedy in the men’s past that nearly took Aaron’s life and left emotional scars that still haunt him to this day, Emi’s love has gone

nowhere to go, Del invites her to stay with him and his lover, John Riley, himself a retired Trooper. It’s not long before the killer is on Sarah’s trail...and she’s in Del

a long way toward healing and completing their lives. A space colony distress signal calls the Tamora Bight on its first mission, and Emi is forced into a race against

and John’s bed. Now the men have to protect Sarah against a killer who stays one step ahead of the law. But Sarah’s flashes of intuition prove to be stronger than any of

time. Not only to save the colonists from the mysterious disease ravaging their men, but also to save her men from an old vengeance born of their grief-filled past.

them thought, and her conversations with the ghost of a little boy murdered decades earlier might be the key to saving them all from another Dead Moon Rising. ** A

When Aaron is stricken with the illness, the stakes multiply. Will she find a cure for the “rage” in time, or will all their dreams turn into inescapable nightmares? **

Siren Erotic Romance

A Siren Erotic Romance

Domme by Default Tymber Dalton [Siren Classic: Erotic Consensual BDSM Romance, pegging, sex toys, HEA] Kinky never looked so normal. When a wife is faced

A Lovely Shade of Ouch [Suncoast Society] Tymber Dalton [Siren Sensations: Erotic Consensual BDSM Romance, caning, sex toys, HEA] Abbey Rockland's life goes

with the question of what she is willing to do for love, her answer iseanything. She sets aside her own inhibitions to fulfill her husband's wildest fantasies. But at what

from bad to worse when she learns she needs back surgery the same day her long-term boyfriend dumps her, making her homeless. She can barely get around, much

cost to her peace of mind? What do you do when you've been appointed your husband's Domme by Default? Warning: This story includes erotic M/F BDSM sex and

less move. Her friends express their concerns when she accepts Gilo's offer to let her and her beloved pet tortoise, George, move in with him. John Gilomen admits

related activities including anal play/sex/toys, a home improvementÐchallenged husband, a snarky, sarcastic wife, and the portrayal of a kinder, gentler side of BDSM.

focusing on Abbey is a way to avoid dealing with his grief over his best friend's death, but Abbey's a nice woman. His unrepentant SAM act at the BDSM club isn't the

Note: This book was previously published with another publisher. ** A Siren Erotic Romance

real him, just a way to blow off stress. He's always held feelings for Abbey, and he won't screw up his chance to finally show her. But when life-threatening

Pet: A Governor Trilogy Novel (Governor Trilogy 5) Lesli Richardson 2020-12-21 Some promises can't be kept… From birth, my life has been a series of wrong turns

complications arise, John steps in and takes charge. Now Abbey has to decide what's more important - what everyone else thinks, or what her heart tells her about the

and dead ends. Only one person truly loved me, and I walked away from them. Now, they're unavailable. I have a dark soul. That's what I've always been told. Makes

man whose Dominant side only she has seen. ** A Siren Erotic Romance

me good at my work, though. It's kept me alive, even when I haven't cared if I lived or died. Even when I welcomed death, and it still eluded me. Makes it easy not

Governor (Governor Trilogy 1) Lesli Richardson 2018-08-31 MEET THE GOVERNOR—He kneels for only one man. I kneel for only one man—Carter Wilson, my

to get attached. I guess I'm lucky. Until an unexpected reversal of fortune thrusts me into an unwinnable situation. Now, I'm not so sure I want to die. But a brother's

best friend, chief of staff, and bastard extraordinaire. It’s a price I willingly pay to be owned by Her. His wife. Who is also, as of when we were sworn in this morning,

unkept promise might be the only thing that keeps me alive. Book 5 of the Governor Trilogy. Eddie was first introduced in Chief (Governor Trilogy 3). This MM

my lieutenant governor. I am Owen Taylor, governor of the great state of Florida. Book 1 of the Governor Trilogy, and the book that kicks off the entire "world" that

contemporary gay spy romance features enemies to lovers, high political stakes, power exchange, wounded heroes, satisfying revenge, and a guaranteed HEA.

this and other trilogies are set in. This MMF contemporary political romance features friends to lovers, GFY, a secret workplace romance with high political stakes,

Trouble Comes in Threes [Triple Trouble 1] Tymber Dalton 2009-01-01 [Menage Amour: Erotic Paranormal Menage a Quatre Romance, F/M/M/M, Shape-shifters]

power exchange, wounded heroes, a cinnamon roll hero, an Alpha hero who will kill to protect his loved ones, and a guaranteed HEA.

Elain Pardie worked hard to become a TV news reporter. When a huge, black wolf-like dog with green eyes jumps into her news van, Elain has no idea her life will

Love at First Bight Tymber Dalton 2009-05-01 [Menage Amour 34: Futuristic Menage a Quatre Romance, M/M/M/F with various combination of M/M, M/F, M/M/F,

drastically change. Aindreas, Brodey, and Cailean Lyall aren't just triplets—they're Alpha shape-shifters running a Florida cattle ranch. They've never found their

M/M/M, monogamous polyamory] Dr. Emilia Hypatia is recently-graduated and looking for adventure. She's an Alpha-ranked healer, has a degree in psychology, and

One, the woman destined to be their mate. Until the day of the Arcadia Highland Games, when both Brodey and Cailean lock onto Her scent. Brodey shifts and gives

empath training. Fresh out of a bad relationship with a cheating ex, her five-year assignment to the Deep Space Mission Corps vessel, Tamora Bight, seems ideal.

chase, then goes home with Elain and confirms she is their One. When Prime Alpha Aindreas mistakenly thinks Elain's already taken and refuses to use force to claim

Especially when she meets the three handsome crewmen she'll spend her time caring for--in more ways than one. First Officer Caphis Bates is playful and rowdy.

and mark her, Brodey and Cailean must resort to trickery to learn the truth about the wedding ring Elain wears and work to convince her that triple trouble could

Mate Ford Caliban is her intellectual and emotional partner. But it's Captain Aaron Lucio who is an enigma; passionate, with a deeply wounded and carefully guarded

very easily put her into seventh heaven in their arms. Note: There is no sexual relationship or touching for titillation between or among siblings. ** A Siren Erotic

soul. While sharing their communal bed is a scorchingly sensual experience, Emi soon learns the three men suffer a shared grief, their "crew story." She patiently

Romance

works to unlock their secret past, but space exploration is cold--and cruel. Will time run out for all of them before she can heal their hearts? ** "I love wounded heroes.

Love Slave for Two Tymber Dalton 2012-09-01 [Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Menage a Trois Romance, M/M/F, HEA] Nevvie and Thomas think Tyler is nuts

I think a character is much richer when he (or she) is trying to overcome not only current obstacles, but issues from their past as well. It makes me cheer them on that

for coming home with an RV and an even crazier plan to travel from Florida to Seattle. What could be better than a family vacation with two kids and Tyler's father?

much more. I'm looking forward to seeing where these characters take me in future stories." ~ Tymber ** A Siren erotic romance

Perhaps finally putting the ghosts of Nevvie's past to bed for good as she seeks answers to who she is. She begins to seriously doubt the wisdom of their journey as

Christmas Eve and Christmas Day: Ten Christmas stories Edward Everett Hale 2021-04-25 "Christmas Eve and Christmas Day: Ten Christmas stories" by Edward

mishaps seemingly pile up by the mile. And when a tropical storm and medical emergency add to the mix, she considers pulling the plug. By the time they reach

Everett Hale. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-

Seattle, she endures almost more than her sanity can take, including a ride in a patrol car, a stowaway, and nonconsensual use of handcuffs. And that's before she's

fiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and

given her mother a piece of her mind. Through it all she'll discover that sometimes the longest journeys, no matter how trying, are the ones that bring you closest to

formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital

family-and home. ** A Siren Erotic Romance

format.

Not Even Death B. B. Blaque 2014-08-11 Calico Cruz's world was torn apart when the Master she loved lost his long, painful battle with a fatal illness. All she'd been

Safe Harbor Tymber Dalton 2010-04 [Menage Amour: Erotic Menage a Trois Romance, M/M/F, Contemporary, BDSM, Public Exhibition] Clarisse seeks refuge from

and done over the past ten years had been because of Markus Cruz, now, she'd have to face life at the estate alone. Or would she?The knock on the door surprised her,

her abusive ex-boyfriend on the Dilly Dally, her uncle's old fishing trawler in Tarpon Springs, Florida. She doesn't expect to find Mac and Sully, the Dilly's sexy new

but not as much as what the knock would set into motion. After allowing her a month to grieve, Markus was reaching out and pulling her from the darkness-pushing

owners, on board making love. They're at first startled by her appearance, then outraged by the injuries her ex inflicted. They insist she stay with them, and with

her back into the light of life. Not even death would keep him from controlling and assuring her future path to love and submission.Derrick Destry was Markus' best

nowhere else to go, Clarisse agrees. Both men find themselves falling for Clarisse, but she can't bring herself to completely trust Sully, a former cop, like her ex. She's

friend in life and first on the list of allies for his plan. After months of preparing, Derrick would help shake things up in all the right ways so Calico could return to

shocked to discover the men aren't just lovers either, but full-time Master and slave in a BDSM relationship. As she learns more about their history and lifestyle, she

really living as a slave.Before she could find love again, she would need to be broken back to baseline and Derrick was trustworthy and strong enough to get the job

uncovers her own hidden desires. When danger from her past returns, can Sully and Mac provide Clarisse a Safe Harbor? ** A Siren Erotic Romance

done. He would be the one to break down her walls and help prepare the foundation for her future.With Derrick's help Markus will remind her of the sweet taste of

Privateering and Piracy in the Colonial Period John Franklin Jameson 1923 "A privateer is an armed vessel (or its commander) which, in time of war, though owners

surrender and that he will be her Master-ETERNALLY. Together they will guarantee Calico another happily ever after.In the meantime, she will have an earth

and officers and crew are private persons, has a commission from a belligerent government to commit acts of warfare on vessels of its enemy"--Preface

shaking happy for now!

Sold as the Alpha's Love Slave [The Pregnant Mate Series 5] Marcy Jacks [Siren Everlasting Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M,

Big Sky Kitty Thomas 2012-10-01 Warning: Big Sky is DARK literary erotica meant for an emotionally mature, adult audience. This work is not romance. Nor is it

werewolves, HEA] Theo Rosewell was kidnapped and sold from house to house as a sex slave. In this new house, he's immediately chained to the floor, as two alphas

"50 Shades". Do not expect an HEA. If you are familiar with this author's work and enjoyed Comfort Food, you may also enjoy this title. If you are unfamiliar with this

are forced to fight for the right to mate with him. Lucius doesn't want another mate. After losing two in the arena, he has no interest in loving and losing another. But

author, you might first want to try some of her tamer/lighter works such as Blood Mate or Mafia Captive to see if her style might be for you. Big Sky is a work of
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fiction and neither the author nor the publisher condone the behavior of any characters in real life. Description: Veronica Cason lives in a small apartment with no clear

originally, but as the trio travels across Cassia, through the garbage-strewn alleys of abandoned hamlets, to the opulence of the nobility's drawing rooms, the effects of

view of the sky. It's uncertain which might crush her first: her debt or the buildings squeezed in so tight that they surround her like ominous sentinels. She can't

their journey leave behind a lasting impression. A rebellion is brewing in Cassia...sparked not from the lashes of oppression and cruelty, but born from love and a desire

breathe in the city. Her success is a lie, and her debt is coming to collect her--unless someone else gets there first. When a stranger offers her a job at a ranch, it feels

to see all of humanity treated as equals.

like salvation, but it could also mean her death if his motives aren't pure. Which door has the tiger behind it? The claustrophobia of the city or ranch life under an

Out of Bight, Out of Mind Tymber Dalton 2013-01-01 [Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Futuristic Sci-Fi Menage a Quatre Romance, M/M/M/F, HEA] Emi Hypatia

open sky? What Readers are Saying about Big Sky: "Kitty Thomas writes amazing dark erotica, so what, you ask, did I learn about myself from reading her latest

loves her job exploring the galaxy with her three husbands, Aaron Lucio, Caph Bates, and Ford Caliban. When a nonhuman crewman is temporarily assigned to the

book? I learned that I must be getting jaded and I am a sucker for a grieving man." -JillyP "Preface to say that this is dark edgy erotica, not for those looking for pure

Tamora Bight for a mission, Emi hates and mistrusts him at first sight due to what her empath training tells her. Aaron, Caph, and Ford know Emi can't help what she

romance. But if this is your genre, then Big SKy is a must read. Well-crafted story with complex characters. I am hooked on Kitty Thomas!" -K. Victoria Smith "Big

feels about their temporary crewmate, Kayehalau. But they don't know if it's just the jump engines wigging her out, residual nerves from her fight on Kal'moran, or

Sky was a good dark erotic story by Kitty Thomas and I think one of the darkest ones that she has written. I highly recommend Big Sky to all fans of dark erotica." -

something else. They feel bad that Kayehalau's presence on board makes her nervous, but orders are orders. Emi knows Kayehalau is up to no good. She just has to

AsianCocoa "Kitty writes fictional stories that are dark erotica, so going into this novel I knew what to expect. While this book definitely has some dark and twisted

prove it. It's soon apparent he wants to use her for a nefarious purpose. She turns the tables, but only after she's out of harm's way does her larger problem become

things happening in it that I don't personally agree with, I couldn't help but justify everything that happened. In a lot of ways, I felt that Luke really was saving

apparent. Can Aaron, Caph, and Ford rescue her when she's left Out of Bight, Out of Mind? ** A Siren Erotic Romance

Veronica and giving her a do-over. Only Kitty Thomas can take something so morally wrong and make it seem right." -KC Book Girl "If you are a Kitty Thomas fan,

Accidentally on Porpoise [Placida Pod 1] Tymber Dalton [Siren Everlasting Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M, shape-shifters, sex toys,

this is a must-read. If you've never read Kitty Thomas before, and you think you can handle reading dark erotica, don't start here. Go read Comfort Food, and if you

HEA] Sean Morita and Emery Nadel are about to find out that sometimes true love is more than a lucky fluke when you meet Accidentally on Porpoise. Sean didn't

love it, come back and read Big Sky. It's perfect." Amazon Customer "This is one of the strangest erotic novels I have ever read, and trust me, that is really saying

expect to run into—and nearly over—Mr. Right while out in his boat. He's thankful the naked hunk isn't badly hurt. He's even more thankful the naked hunk wants

something. I don't even know how to describe the book. I guess it's best described as a dark erotic novel, but that just doesn't seem quite enough." - Charles M Smith II

to go home with him. Although when Mr. Right claims to be a dolphin, Sean wonders how hard he got hit in the head. If Emery hadn't been so busy chasing another

"Kitty Thomas had done it again. She's ensnared me in her web of dark and disquieting words. The dark subject matter of BIG SKY rivals that of COMFORT FOOD (a

tail—literally—he wouldn't have done something so stupid as running straight into the path of a boat. Lucky for him that Sean, the boat's owner, is even hunkier than

book that still haunts my thoughts years after reading). Let's just say that the antagonist/hero in BIG SKY makes Master from COMFORT FOOD seem like a well-

the piece of dolphin tail he'd been chasing. Unfortunately, Emery's pod thinks he should stick to his own kind. There are those who would try to hurt Sean if Emery

adjusted individual. ;-) And, yes, in Kitty's world, the hero and antagonist are usually the same person." -Book of Secrets "The writing was brilliant and I loved how

won't let him go. Can Emery protect the man he loves? ** A Siren Erotic Romance

the author went there and I conmend her for that. Just some of the scenes were too much and in the end I felt truly sorry for Veronica. I guess her only savior is that

Rhymes with Orange [Suncoast Society] Tymber Dalton 2016-06-28 [Siren Sensations: Erotic Consensual BDSM Menage a Quatre Romance, M/M/M/F, with M/M, sex

beautiful blue sky. Out of a 5 I’m giving this book 3 stars. Prepare yourself this book is not for everyone, but if you do read please go in with an open mind. This book

toys, HEA] Following a career-ending accident, Danielle needs a fresh start. Despite crippling anxiety and OCD, she's determined to rebuild her life and isn't looking

was very good." - Lynne "In the end, I was struck by the sadness of unrequited love of two individuals, which to me was the theme of the story. Not the fetishism or

for a new relationship. Or a new Dom. Coop being Hunter's Master is a little unconventional. Hunter is gay...and has a boyfriend, Todd. And Coop is straight. They're

the dark themes, but two very lonely and broken people trying to heal the only way they knew how. Thomas' stories aren't about shock value, they're about broken

friends first, but BDSM helps Hunter keep his anxiety at bay. Since Hunter's deep in the closet with his family, he can only be his authentic self around Todd and

people. Yes, this one covers entirely new territory, and it's not for everyone, but it has a wonderfully bittersweet ending." - Candice Bundy "Big Sky is a sexual

Coop. When Coop's relationship with Hunter--and Todd--gets more complicated, he rolls with it. Then Coop meets Danielle. Suddenly, Coop has to play Todd's

fantasy scenario packaged in realism, written in a way so that if the scenario could indeed be brought to life, how would it then play out in the most realistic fashion?

boyfriend for Hunter's family. If Dani can't pull off the role of a lifetime pretending to be Hunter's fiancee, it could mean disaster for him. Unfortunately, Dani's health

And in my opinion, this is what Kitty Thomas does best. She IS able to merge fantasy with reality in a way that I think few authors of this genre can, and still make it

takes a dive. When Hunter steps in and steps up, will the two successfully go from being co-owned pets to far more than either ever expected? ** A Siren Erotic

layered and thoughtful with moments of real emotion." -iPollux "I bought and inhaled this book immediately after reading Comfort Food. Wow. Kitty Thomas is a

Romance Tymber Dalton is a Siren-exclusive author.

gutsy author, and I love that." - D. Green-Norris More dark literary erotica by Kitty Thomas: Erotic novels: Comfort Food Guilty Pleasures Tender Mercies The Last

Love Slave for Two: Retribution [love Slave for Two 6] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) Tymber Dalton 2018-03-04 [Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic

Girl Mafia Captive Blood Mate Submissive Fairy Tales Erotic novellas: Awakening The King's Pleasure The Auction Note: This work is not 50 Shades of Grey,

Contemporary Consensual Light BDSM Menage a Trois Romance, M/M/F with M/M elements, HEA] In the immediate aftermath of storms literal and metaphorical,

however, if you enjoy work like 50 Shades of Grey, you may also enjoy Kitty Thomas. If you like Kitty Thomas, consider trying some of these other great authors: CJ

Nevvie in particular has drawn the focus of law enforcement. She's their prime suspect, and it doesn't matter the victim was a proven psycho--murder is murder.

Roberts, Tiffany Reisz, Annabel Joseph, Pepper Winters, Anna Zaires, Aleatha Romig, Skye Warren, Cherise Sinclair Kitty writes dark literary erotica, usually with

Tom and Tyler know not only is Nevvie innocent, no one in their inner circle could or would have committed the murder, no matter how justified it might have

a kinky master/slave theme and a hint of bdsm and captive erotica elements.

been. The problem is proving it. Add to that the fact that whoever pulled the trigger now appears to be stalking them. With everyone close to them under suspicion,

Triple Trouble Tymber Dalton 2009-11 Trouble comes in threes: "Aindreas, Brodey, and Cailean Lyall aren't just triplets -- they're Alpha shape-shifters running a

the trouble is weeding through the facts to uncover the truth. Especially when Andrew goes rogue and falsely confesses in an attempt to muddy the waters and

Florida cattle ranch. They've never found their One, the woman destined to be their mate. Until the day of the Arcadia Highland Games, when both Brodey and

protect their family. Except...the reality is even more shocking, and the stalker closer, than any of them expected. As Nevvie's life hangs in the balance, can they

Cailean lock onto Her scent. Brodey shifts and gives chase, then goes home with Elain and confirms she is their One. When Prime Alpha Aindreas mistakenly thinks

expose the dark and complicated truth before it's too late? ** A Siren Erotic Romance

Elain's already taken and refuses to use force to claim and mark her, Brodey and Cailean must resort to trickery to learn the truth about the wedding ring Elain wears

Acquainted with the Night Tymber Dalton 2010-11 [Menage Amour ManLove: Erotic Sci-Fi Alternative Menage a Quatre Romance, M/M/M/M, with Multiple

and work to convince her that triple trouble could very easily put her into seventh heaven in their arms."--Publisher description.

Partners, Public Exhibition, sex toys] Dale despised the Terran military. He was drafted, not a volunteer. He never expected to get captured by the Algonquans and

Pinch Me [Suncoast Society] Tymber Dalton 2013-08-23 [Siren Sensations: Erotic Consensual BDSM Romantic Suspense, spanking, paddling, cropping, sex toys, HEA]

sold as a breeder pet, either. He only prays his new owner is kind and doesn't eat him. Then he meets fellow pet, Mark, who informs him getting captured was the

Laura Spaulding awakes in a hospital following a vicious attack that has stolen her memories of the past. All she has to go on are the strong emotions she instinctively

luckiest day of their lives. Mark also hated the military and now spends his days in a life of sexual leisure, enjoying poetry and totally at peace with his fate. Dale

feels for close friends and her fiance, Rob. Rob Carlton is more than just Laura's fiance--he's also her Master. But how can he tell her she's his slave when he has to win

settles in and finds not only does he enjoy this life, he loves Mark, too. Despite tragedy striking too close to home in their protected world, they find room to love their

her love all over again first? And he feels helpless to protect her from a nameless stalker who's killed before and won't stop until he finishes the job with Laura. As bits

Master's newest pets, Cooper and Nate. When the war ends and the Terran pets are granted their freedom, the men are faced with a choice: return, or stay with the

and pieces slowly return, Laura struggles to rediscover who she was, and if she even wants to be that same person again. All she knows is there's something huge

owner they've grown to love? ** A Siren Erotic Romance

missing in her life now, and not just memories of the attack. She also knows it'll take more than just pinching herself to wake up from her living nightmare and bring

Borderline [Suncoast Society] Tymber Dalton [Siren Sensations: Erotic Contemporary Consensual BDSM Menage a Quatre Romance, M/M/M/F with elements of M/M

a killer to justice. ** A Siren Erotic Romance

and M/F, HEA] Bob discovered the joys of serving a dominant woman in college. Later, he felt adrift and alone, until he started seeing Mistress Cardinal. For three

Love Slave for Two Tymber Dalton 2010-03 [Menage Amour: Erotic Alternative Menage a Trois Romance, Contemporary, May-December, BDSM, Public Exhibition,

years, he faithfully followed her rules, secretly in love with her, thinking he'd never be more than her client. Until the day he realized he was more, and Tilly

M/M, M/M/M, with M/M/M/F] Tyler Paulson came to America with a scholarship and a dream of becoming a writer. With an unsupportive mother and a father

opened a little of her heart to him. Happiness had literally been within his grasp, until Tilly's ex, Cris, and his Master, Landry, entered her life and swept her away.

who abandoned him, he makes close friends and tries to build a new life for himself in his adopted country. Unfortunately, a series of heartbreaking betrayals makes

Despite the pain, Bob still loved her, and jumped at any chance to play or serve her. Even submitting to Landry, the man who became her husband. But what happens

him doubt not only truths he once held about himself, but shatters his trust in others. Thomas Kinsey wants to carry on his father's legacy and become an architect. His

when a tricky sadist has a sneaky plan of his own? What happens when Bob has a chance to cross that borderline from plaything to pet? Can he accept Landry's terms,

family and upbringing couldn't be more different than Tyler's, but he hides a secret he's afraid to admit for fear of testing his strong family bonds. Thomas knows

or will he have to walk away from the only woman he's ever really loved? Note: This book contains double penetration. ** A Siren Erotic Romance Tymber Dalton is

Tyler is the man he wants to spend the rest of his life with...if he can convince Tyler to forget the ghosts in his past and have faith in their future together. ** A Siren

a Siren-exclusive author.

Erotic Romance

Contractual Obligation Tymber Dalton 2012-05-01 [Menage Amour: Erotic Menage a Trois Romance, M/M/F, with M/M, light Consensual BDSM, spanking, sex toys]

Bred for Love Revella Hawthorne 2015-04-21 In a world where humans are genetically designed, altered and sold for pleasure and breeding, a young prince of the

Harper's father has issued her an ultimatum-quit working herself to death and have fun, or he'll oust her as CEO of their company. She thinks hiring Doug to be her

powerful Cassian Dynasty decides to take a mate and sire heirs. Not wishing to saddle himself with royal and meddlesome in-laws, and a wife he would have no desire

assistant and play her boyfriend is the answer to all her problems, until she finds out about his secret. Deep in debt from medical bills, Doug's parents are losing their

to bed, Prince Edward goes to Heritage Breeders, and finds far more than just a warm body to carry on his lineage. Percy is the result of a master DNA architect

home. Going to work for Harper is the answer to Doug's prayers. Yes, it means pretending to be Harper's boyfriend. That's a small price to pay. Unfortunately, it also

designing himself his own personal slave and breeder. Yet when his creator and Master dies, leaving Percy alone at the mercy of the callous stable masters and the

means he has to say good-bye to Tate, his boyfriend and the man he loves. Tate doesn't hate Harper when he finds out why Doug went to work for her-and broke up

new owner of Heritage, he fears his future. Afraid he'll be bought by a wretched old man or a deviant monster, Percy is terrified when he is dragged from his cell

with him. Can he gain Harper's trust and convince her Doug had good intentions...and that Doug's contractual obligation can easily become a two-hunk deal? ** A Siren

and presented to the most prestigious client Heritage has ever welcomed...a Cassian Royal. Prince Edward is immediately infatuated with the shy, nervous and

Erotic Romance

enchantingly beautiful Percy, and claims him for his own. Yet not everyone is pleased by a royal purchasing a breeder, especially one like Percy, and tensions rise

Triple Dog Dare Tymber Dalton 2012-09-01 [Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Paranormal Menage a Quatre Romance, M/F/M/M, with M/M/F elements not

both in Heritage and in the palace. Torn between need, duty, a king's command and the innermost desires of their hearts, Edward and Percy are set on path that is

involving the main characters, shape-shifters, HEA] Elain Pardie thought being mated to three wolf shifters was the best thing that ever happened to her despite its

anything but easy. Can Percy trust Edward with his heart as he does his body? Can Edward keep an angry king and unseen enemies away from the young slave who

toll on her nerves. As her adopted family grows, however, so do her troubles. And unexpected guests before her wedding bring answers, and even more questions,

is steadily stealing his heart? And what happens when Nature takes its course, and Percy's true purpose is fulfilled?

about her past. Ain, Brodey, and Cail Lyall never expected to find their One, the woman to complete them. Now that they have, it turns out they have more in

Bred for Love Revella Hawthorne 2015-11-10 Hunted by the crown, Prince Edward of Cassia struggles to adjust to his new reality. His consort and lover Percy is

common with her than they thought. Despite their claim on her body and heart, it looks like they'll have the fight of their life to hold on to her. Elain's life has gotten

pregnant with their child. Their friend, Abelard Reynard, a former captain in the Royal Guard, never strays far from Percy or Edward, determined to keep them

crazier than she ever thought it could between dealing with revelations and wedding plans. The distant past is catching up with them, and now it's up to Elain and

both safe. Edward, no stranger to hard work, is still at a loss when the hardship of a life on the run catches up with them. Percy's pregnancy progresses at a rapid rate,

her three mates to stand up to a ruthless man bent on revenge. Note: There is no sexual relationship or touching for titillation between or among siblings. Note: This

and the palace guards are always a step behind. It takes Reynard's skills from his secretive military career, an unexpected ally from within the Cassian Dynasty, and

book ends on a cliffhanger and the story continues in the Triple Trouble series. ** A Siren Erotic Romance

the love between Percy and Edward to keep the three of them safe as Percy's time draws near. Keeping themselves safe and together may have been their goal

Love Slave for Two Tymber Dalton 2009-06-01 [Menage Amour 71: Erotic Menage a Trois Romance, M/M/F with M/M, M/F, sex toys, light BDSM, Master/slave
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role playing] Nevvie spent her early life feeling unloved and rejected. Then she met Tyler and Thomas and her scorchingly hot fairytale dream's come true. They

We’re now their pampered pets…and they’re using us to help replenish their population to win the war. You know, maybe this isn’t the worst life after all. (MMMM,

have a perfect life and a beautiful son. While their family isn't traditional, she's more than happy with her two hunky, sexy husbands and their relationship.

sci-fi, humans as aliens pets, m-preg.) Note: This book was previously published under my Tymber Dalton pen name. It has been revised and expanded for re-release.

Unfortunately, a betrayal from where Nevvie least expects it knocks their world on its ear. Barely recovering from that, one horrible morning and an unimaginable

More Than Make-Believe Tymber Dalton 2012-09-01 [Siren Allure ManLove: Erotic Alternative Romance, M/M, menage elements not involving the heroes, sex

double tragedy threatens to take her men and destroy all she loves. Struggling to keep things together, Nevvie must forge ahead and draw strength from her unusual

toys, HEA] When you fall for a fantasy, how do you know it's more than make-believe? Travis Collins, a straight college student, finds himself in a financial bind. He'll

adopted circle of friends and family to save her men and preserve the life she loves. With Thomas and Tyler's lives on the line, can Nevvie find the will to keep

do anything legal, including going gay for pay and spending a weekend as "Craig Rocke," with gay porn star Marston Cougar. Marston tells him to remember it's all

going and bring her husbands safely home? Because to Nevvie, family is the only thing that matters. ** A Siren Erotic Romance

fantasy for the camera even though it feels like more. Gary Carmeletti, also known as Marston Cougar, has a respectable day job. He started out making gay porn to pay

Love Slave for Two [Love Slave for Two 1] Tymber Dalton 2008-01-01 [Menage Amour: Erotic Contemporary Menage a Trois Romance, M/M/F, M/M, Consensual

for college. After getting his heart broken, he has a no-dating rule. Now paired with "virgin" Craig, he finds it hard to keep it make-believe when he's losing his heart.

BDSM] Nevvie Barton has never truly felt loved or like she belonged anywhere—ever. Abandoned by her adopted family and trapped in an abusive relationship, she

Gary's niece needs surgery, and he almost has enough money to quit for good. But now that he feels a true connection with his fantasy costar, will he be able to find a

takes a job with Tyler Paulson and Thomas Kinsey as their cleaning girl. Nevvie knows her fantasies about "the boys" will always be just that—the two handsome

happily ever after when he feels it's more than make-believe? NOTE: This book was previously published with another publisher. ** A Siren Erotic Romance

men are devoted, loving life-partners. Then Tyler and Thomas fall in love with Nevvie and hatch a secret plan to seduce her and make her their permanent third.

Spider Bight [Deep Space Mission Corps 3] Tymber Dalton 2012 [Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Futuristic Sci-Fi Menage a Quatre Romance, M/M/M/F, voyeurism,

For the first time in her life, she feels attractive and wanted. When they ask her to move in and be their personal assistant, Nevvie jumps at the chance. Her planned

HEA] When the Tamora Bight is diverted from a scheduled mission to conduct a rescue operation and tow a disabled Kal’moran vessel, the crew’s also ordered to refer

escape doesn't go without a hitch, and the boys must rescue her from a brutal man who would rather kill her than let her go. Can Tyler and Thomas heal Nevvie's

to Emi Hypatia as the ship’s captain. Aaron Lucio, Caph Bates, and Ford Caliban aren’t delighted to learn Kal’moran is a luxury resort planet for women, run by

wounded body and soul and prove to her that she really is their dream come true? ** A Siren Erotic Romance

women. They’re even less pleased when they’re diplomatically obligated to visit the Kal’moran capital with Emi. Emi tries to maintain objectivity, but finds it hard to

Cardinal's Rule Tymber Dalton 2012-09-01 [Menage and More: Erotic Consensual Heavy BDSM Menage a Trois Romance, M/M/F with M/M elements, voyeurism,

remain agreeable while being shown around a planet that treats males as little more than pack animals. Unfortunately, a jealous, scheming Kal’moran sets her sights on

spanking, whipping, caning, sex toys, HEA] Tilly Cardinal's world imploded when her Master, Cris, disappeared with no explanation other than a short, cryptic note

obtaining Aaron, Caph, and Ford by any means necessary when Emi refuses to share. Now Emi must fight to save her men from a Kal’moran warrior who’ll stop at

releasing her as his slave. Five years later, she's Mistress Cardinal, a vicious, successful pro Domme charging big bucks to dish out whatever abuse men will pay to

nothing to win. And on a planet that houses deadly arachnid-like creatures, Emi’s going to show them she can be even more formidable than any Spider Bight. ** A

take. Materially, she wants for nothing. Privately, she's never felt more alone. In walks Landry LaCroux, a handsome, rich man with a proposition-he wants Tilly to

Siren Erotic Romance

train his slave. Landry holds the key to Tilly's past, and her future. She's shocked to discover Landry's slave is her former Master, Cris. Landry has a secret-he has

Lesli Richardson 2021-12-23 They're the toughest decision he'll ever make. Elliot Woodley has dreamed about being president ever

cancer and wants to make Tilly a deal. Marry him and help him through his recovery, and he'll pay her handsomely for it. Love wasn't supposed to be part of the

since he was a kid. He's spent his entire life working toward that goal, even though it's meant living in the deepest and darkest of closets to do so. Except Leo saw

bargain, but can the three of them find healing and a lasting happiness under Cardinal's Rule? Note: This book was previously published with another publisher. ** A

through him. Elliot knows he should let the man go… Yet he can't. He also knows Leo's deliberately baiting him with Jordan. Leo insists they can have it all. Jordan

Siren Erotic Romance

doesn't seem to grasp how badly things can go if their secret escapes. Elliot can't stand the thought of the two of them walking off into the sunset together and leaving

Grace's Final Submission Sara Kingston 2012-03-01 [Menage and More: Erotic Consensual BDSM Menage a Trois Romance, M/F/M, public exhibition, spanking, sex

him behind. But can he find the courage to ask them to stay? Inequitable Trilogy book 3. This MMM contemporary political romance features elements of power

toys] After leaving her unhappy marriage, Grace Sinclair starts a path to self-discovery. Days after joining a BDSM club, she finds herself willingly auctioning herself

exchange, secret workplace romances, a pants-dropping late-night tryst in the Oval Office, a switchy and possessive POTUS, close proximity, frenemies to lovers, a

as a slave to be trained. Never in her wildest dreams a year ago would she have imagined herself here, the ball-busting ice queen becoming a submissive slave for six

May/Dec age gap, a stubbornly patient Secret Service agent who'd do anything for the men he loves, a wounded veteran, smol and tall pairing, pining, and a

months. Michael Cooper and Jason Smith have been long-term friends and are sick and tired of searching for their perfect submissive. They decide to purchase a slave

guaranteed series HEA. It's a standalone trilogy set in the world of the Governor Trilogy.

to give themselves six months of peace and relaxation, not to mention a slave at their beck and call to satisfy any cravings or desires they may have. Together the

Sunset Hearts [The American Heroes Collection: Florida 1] Macy Largo 2010 [Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Contemporary Menage a Trois Romance, M/M/F]

three discover how not only a relationship between three people can be difficult, but throw in a Dom, a switch, and a slave who thinks she is only a sub, and you have

After witnessing a mob hit and learning she’d die next, Daphne Peres chose to escape her boyfriend by jumping into the stormy Gulf of Mexico. She didn’t count on

a house full of tension, frustration, and fiery passion. Note: There is no sexual relationship or touching for titillation between or among the men. ** A Siren Erotic

being rescued by hunky fishing guide Alan Walker. Lucky for her, his equally hunky boyfriend, Jerald Carter, is a Florida Marine Patrol officer. Living in hiding

Romance

with easy-going Alan and intensely passionate Jerald is no sacrifice, especially when faced with the alternative of being forced into protective custody. The two men

Acquainted With the Night Lesli Richardson 2020-12-08 I hated the military…and now I’m an alien’s pet. I hated the Terran military. I didn’t volunteer, either. Like

she now loves are the closest thing she’s had to a family. When they confess they’ve fallen for her too, she’s happy to join them in their bed. Then the mob finds her

so many others, I was drafted as cannon fodder in the senseless Terran war against the Algonquans. Not like I had much of a future ahead of me, though, without a

and Alan’s nearly killed. Jerald faces a heart-wrenching decision to keep her safe or keep her with them. Will their love survive the stress of a federal trial, or will

rich family to pave my way or even pay for me to have a wife. Now, my entire ship’s been captured. If what we’ve been told about the alien race is true, I’ll never

night fall permanently on their Sunset Hearts? ** A Siren Erotic Romance

be seen again. I hope they don’t eat me. Turns out the truth is far different than we were led to believe. The Algonquans aren’t vicious, insectoid monsters, either.

Incisive (Inequitable Trilogy 3)
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